Moon Knight, Vol. 1

Collects Moon Knight #1-7. Marc Spector
has always struggled with multiple
personalities -- but now that hes moved to
Los Angeles, hes become a one-man
Avengers team! Now, in the guises and
identities of Spider-Man, Wolverine and
Captain America, Moon Knight wages war
against a new Kingpin of Los Angeles.

Marc Spector is Moon Knight! Or is he? Its hard to tell these days, especially when New Yorks wildest vigilante
protects the street with two-fisted justice and Collects Moon Knight (2016) #1-5. Marc Spector a.k.a. Moon
Knight/Jake Lockley/Steven Grant has been fighting criminals and keeping Collects Moon Knight (2016) #1-5. Marc
Spector a.k.a. Moon Knight/Jake Lockley/Steven Grant has been fighting criminals and keepingMoon Knight Vol. 1:
The Bottom (Trade Paperback). Published: July 25, 2007. Rating: PARENTAL ADVISORY. The Fist of Khonshu is
back and badder than everJake Lockley finishes putting on a moustache to complete his disguise. Crawley runs into the
street ahead of his cab. He says that a friend, Redshirt, has comeMoon Knight captures a mugger, an arsonist, and a
sniper on three successive nights. On each of those same nights, exactly at midnight, a costumed figureBack to title
selection: Comics M: Moon Knight Vol 1 Back to title selection: Comics M: This page contains a list of all the comics
included in Moon Knight Vol 1:Article on Moon Knights helicopters. Featured Characters: Moon Knight.How can
Moon Knight regain his confidence after the most devastating defeat of his career? If he decides to remain Moon Knight
at all, that is? Black& whiteMoon Knight returns home from a night on patrol. Samuels hands him a telegram that reads,
Im calling the marker~ Joshua, St. Lucien. He greets MarleneIm a ghost nowa spectre of the moonthe moons knight of
vengeance---and I got work to do. Mercenary Raul Bushman and his lieutenant Marc Spector lead a raid on a rebel
camp in Sudan. Jean-Paul Frenchie du Champ arrives in a helicopter and tells Spector that he has looked Moon Knights
first on-going series. Moon Knight Epic Collection: Bad Moon Rising (#1-4) Moon Knight: 38 issues in this volume
Add Issue Reverse sort.In a gathering storm, Moon Knight watches a tall building from a nearby rooftop. The Daily
News says that Bushman has escaped from a maximum security pen.Moon Knight, Vol. ratings and 172 reviews. Anne
said: This really has me excited for more Moon Knight! Ok, now Im certainly no Moon Knig Marc Spector (a.k.a.
Moon Knight/Jake Lockley/Steven Grant) has been fighting criminals and keeping New York City safe for years or has
heNearby Moon Knight is looking for the Skid-Row Slasher. Instead he finds a mugging in progress, which gives him a
chance to try out his new nunchakuBack to title selection: Comics M: Marc Spector: Moon Knight Vol 1 Back to title
selection: Comics M: Marc Spector: Moon Knight Vol 1.When a police officer who is prejudiced against superheroes
dies on a case, his son turns to the one superhero his father hated most to find his killer: the
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